PRESS RELEASE
Integral Reports Client Average Daily Volumes of $45.7 billion
in October 2022
Volumes decreased -10.7% month-on-month and -9.5% year-on-year.
PALO ALTO, California (November 7, 2022) – Integral (www.integral.com), a leading technology
company in the foreign exchange market, reported today that customers’ average daily volumes (ADV)
across Integral platforms totaled $45.7 billion in October 2022. This represents a decrease of -10.7%
compared to September 2022 and a decrease of -9.5% compared to the same period in 2021.
Integral’s cloud-based SaaS FX workflow solutions have been designed to meet the trading needs of the
widest variety of buy-side FX market participants, including banks, brokers, asset managers, and hedge
funds. Clients leverage the deep and diverse FX liquidity available through our platforms within an
integrated environment.
Despite the monthly decrease seen in October, the overall growth in volumes seen in the past years
across Integral’s clients is testament to high quality technology infrastructure that market participants
are seeking out when conducting business in the foreign exchange, precious metals and CFD markets.
For more information visit integral.com.
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About Integral
Integral is a financial technology company that helps its customers—banks, brokers, and asset managers—
outperform their competition in the foreign exchange market through innovative solutions for workflow
management and advanced execution. This powerful cloud-based platform is the industry’s only answer for FX
institutions that want to design and deliver complete solutions tailored to their businesses. Integral’s modern
approach of addressing the entire FX lifecycle with an intelligent platform allows its customers to achieve the
lowest transaction costs, greatest operational efficiency, and highest yield. Founded in 1993, Integral maintains
development, support, and sales offices in Palo Alto, New York, London, Tokyo, Singapore and Bangalore.
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